
The new economic landscape has organizations reassessing how to approach internal controls and enterprise 
risk management. The days of manual processes and controls have passed. To stay ahead of fast-evolving risk  
exposures, companies need to implement processes and technology that enable them to maintain internal  
controls enterprise-wide on a timely basis.

CohnReznick has forged a strategic alliance with Greenlight Technologies to provide companies with the end-to-
end strategy needed to assess and prioritize risks. Together we help business leaders develop a focused approach  
to their IT environments that manages and neutralizes risk, meets compliance requirements, and allows for better  
business outcomes. 

MITIGATE YOUR RISK EXPOSURE  
BY MONITORING EVERYTHING

INCREASE VISIBILITY  
ACROSS BUSINESS 

APPLICATIONS

REDUCE COSTS OF COMPLIANCE 
THROUGH AUTOMATION AND  

REAL-TIME MONITORING 
CAPABILITIES

PREVENT OR  
REMEDIATE RISK

• Achieve real-time visibility 
into applications, users, 
transactions, and risks 
across the enterprise

• Aggregate and correlate 
transactional data across 
enterprise applications 
automatically

• Quantify risk exposure 
to better measure and 
manage security risks

• Identify opportunities 
to achieve operational 
efficiencies, reduce 
manual processes, and 
strengthen risk and 
compliance capabilities 

• Prioritize spend for 
the relevant risk and 
compliance activities

• Detect issues and risks  
for easier, comprehensive, 
consistent, and cost- 
effective compliance 
enterprise-wide

• Transition any costly,  
reactive risk management  
elements to more efficient,  
less costly, proactive ones

• Identify and address 
critical risks that could 
negatively impact the 
organization

• Assess current business 
processes and update 
outdated practices

• Automate recurring 
processes and daily 
tasks to further enhance 
efficiencies

• Evaluate risk-management  
strategies

ALLIANCE BENEFITS



UNCOVER RISKS AND THEIR BUSINESS IMPACT
Greenlight’s application governance platform empowers enterprises to continually monitor security risks and compliance  
requirements across business and IT controls, and CohnReznick’s comprehensive slate of technology risk advisory services 
supports the design, implementation, and assessment of measures needed to address them. Together, we offer clients 
solutions to automate the link between information security, enterprise strategy, and business standards using underlying 
controls that help minimize risk exposure. 

• Cross-application Access Violation  
Management

• Fine-grain Segregation of Duties (SoD) 
analysis

• SoD rule set and policy management
• Enterprise access management
• Privileged access management
• Real-time monitoring of business  

transactions across enterprise
• Risk cost analysis
• IT audit and assurance support

• Enterprise-wide transactional risk  
management

• Application security design and  
implementation

• Access Management by Design
• Internal controls readiness and  

implementation
• Control automation and monitoring
• Risk quantification and financial  

impact
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• SoD transaction 
monitoring

• Procure to pay
• General accounting
• Order to cash
• Controls to minimize  

risk exposure
• Linking information  

security and enterprise  
strategy

• Vendor optimization
• Inventory 

management
• Supply chain 

optimization
• Fixed asset 

management
• Remediation to  

mitigate risk
• IT risk assessments

• Regulation 
management

• GDPR
• HIPAA
• PCI
• IT governance 

and control design
• Compliance 

management

• Access analysis
• Privileged access 

management
• Access review
• Compliant user 

provisioning
• IT risk strategy 

development
• IT program 

design
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